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Abstract The paper uses questionnaire responses pro-

vided by a sample of ethical investors to investigate will-

ingness to sacrifice ethical considerations for financial

reward. The paper examines the amount of financial reward

necessary to cause an ethical investor to accept a switch

from good ethical performance to poor ethical perfor-

mance. Conjoint analysis is used to allow quantification of

the utilities derived from different combinations of ethical

and financial performance. Ethical investors are shown to

vary in their willingness to sacrifice ethical for financial

performance, and hence to display more heterogeneity than

the all-encompassing ‘ethical’ label implies. Because of the

existence of sub-groups of ethical investors with different

attitudes towards financial reward, an attempt has been

made to associate observable investors’ characteristics with

their level of willingness to trade-off morality for cash.

One sub-group of investors in particular appears highly

resistant to the idea of accepting higher financial return as

compensation for poor ethical performance. This unwill-

ingness casts doubt on Jensen and Meckling’s widely

reported claim that trade-off behaviour is ubiquitous in all

areas of life.

Keywords Ethical investment � Willingness to sacrifice

ethical performance � Conjoint analysis � Utility analysis �
REMM

Abbreviations

SRI Socially responsible investment

REMM Resourceful, evaluative, maximising model

LFGj A dummy variable indicating presence (1)

or absence (0) of the characteristic ‘large

financial gain’ in investment opportunity j

MFGj A dummy variable indicating presence (1) or

absence (0) of the characteristic ‘moderate

financial gain’ in investment opportunity j

SFGj A dummy variable indicating presence (1) or

absence (0) of the characteristic ‘small

financial gain’ in investment opportunity j

SFLj A dummy variable indicating presence (1) or

absence (0) of the characteristic ‘small

financial loss’ in investment opportunity j

GEj A dummy variable indicating presence (1) or

absence (0) of the characteristic ‘good ethical

performance’ in investment opportunity j

biK The addition to the utility of individual i

caused by the presence of a particular

investment characteristic (e.g. LFG)

bi0 The utility which individual i derives from

the base case, investment of large financial

loss (LFL) and poor ethical performance (PE)

DIFF The difference between the GE and LFG

coefficients for each individual investor

OLD Age 55 or above

PORT 100 income over £75,000 per annum

OVER75K Portfolio of £100,000 or more

Introduction

Decisions about which financial securities to hold and

how much to invest are traditionally seen as driven by a
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trade-off between the expected level of anticipated finan-

cial return and the riskiness of that anticipated financial

return as measured by standard deviation. This approach

not only defines the concept of riskiness narrowly by

excluding other potentially relevant parameters of the

distribution of anticipated returns but also excludes non-

financial elements of investment performance. The limita-

tions of this traditional model of investment decision

making are currently the subject of widespread discussion.

The evidence of non-normal historic return distributions

has raised questions about the two parameter, mean and

standard deviation model, and the activities of ‘ethical

investors’ have raised questions about the exclusion of non-

financial measures of performance from the standard

financial model. This paper contributes to the ‘ethical

investors’ dimension of the debate.

The literature adopts a variety of terms for what are

labelled ethical investors and investments here. For

example, ‘green’ and ‘socially responsible’ are two fre-

quently occurring descriptors (Hudson 2005; Schueth

2003). In what follows, unless a direct quote is involved or

the context requires it, the term ethical will be substituted

for other descriptors. This substitution is not regarded as

significant. While some authors do apply different mean-

ings to these descriptors, these differences are not impor-

tant for the current investigation.

Current attempts to introduce an ethical dimension to

the practice of investment decision making typically

operate through the use of screening or filtering mecha-

nisms. ‘Screening is the practice of excluding or including

companies from investment portfolios based on a range of

social and environmental criteria’ (Michelson et al. 2004).

The criteria used will of course vary with the social,

environmental and ethical concerns of the individual

investor or fund manager. Renneboog et al. (2007) identify

four broad categories of screens used by SRI funds around

the world (Sin, Ethical, Corporate Governance, Environ-

mental). The mechanics of implementing screens can also

vary. Three common approaches are negative screening,

positive screening and best in class screening. Negative

screening excludes bad performers, a ‘never include if bad’

approach, while positive screening includes good per-

formers, an ‘only if good’ approach. Best in class screening

can be thought of as a way of counteracting any downward

pressure on portfolio financial performance caused by lack

of diversification; it countenances a ‘best of a bad lot’

approach in ethical terms. The frequency of occurrence of

these different screening approaches among SRI funds is

discussed in Renneboog et al. (2007).

One aim of any screening system is to deal with the

considerable information requirements of optimal invest-

ment decision making; the collection of more difficult

to find data is required only for those investment

opportunities that survive the screening process (Strong

2006). However, ethical screening has a much more sig-

nificant role than simply reducing the scale of the data

collection task, since for an ethical investor it is at the

ethical screening stage that the potentially most significant

investment performance measure is integrated into the

portfolio building process. Companies’ securities are allo-

cated to two classes, ethically acceptable or unacceptable,

with nothing in-between. Of course, the widespread

adoption of screening for ethical purposes does not imply

that the technique is universally seen as sound. De Colle

and York (2009) discuss concerns about the failure of

ethical screens, and hence the funds which use them, to

adequately reflect the values and beliefs they claim to

represent.

Screening, on ethical or on other grounds, is only part of

the portfolio building process. Unless the screens result in

only one investment opportunity passing all tests, there

remains the task of allocating investible funds across

investment opportunities. A simple approach is to construct

an equally weighted portfolio of ethically acceptable

securities to achieve some degree of financial risk diver-

sification. Alternatively, the Markowitz (1952) approach to

diversification could be applied to the restricted universe of

ethically acceptable investments to better balance financial

risk and expected return. The literature on ethical screening

tends to concentrate on the nature of the screens, rather

than on the portfolio construction process that follows, but

the promotional literature of various ethical fund man-

agement organisations offers indications of how ethical

portfolios are subsequently constructed. For example,

Kames Capital (www.kamescapital.com) describe their

screening processes, and identify their subsequent activity

as involving more fundamental analysis than the two risk

diversification strategies described above.

An alternative view of the process of building an ethical

investment portfolio is hinted at in a rare reference to

socially responsible investment (SRI) in a standard finan-

cial text (Bodie et al. 2011). Here, the ethical dimension is

described as a constraint in an optimisation framework.

However, this is simply another way of introducing an all

or nothing ethical hurdle to be overcome. It is screening in

another guise.

It is of course possible that some screens based on

financial performance are applied prior to any ethical

screens, or are interspersed among ethical screens. Screens

based on accounting ratios are widely used for the purposes

of reducing the population of investment opportunities to

be considered for inclusion in an investment portfolio and

it would be no surprise if some ethical investors made use

of them for this purpose. There are many online screening

systems available (Schadler and Cotton 2008). However,

this use of financial screens does not involve a balancing of
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financial and ethical concerns; it leaves open the issue of

what the consequences of a financial screen for ethical

performance are. Nor does this use of financial screens deal

with the issue of portfolio construction, where the antici-

pated financial performance of an investment opportunity

can finally be seen.

Ethical portfolio construction can then be seen as

having two elements, with screening typically providing a

set of ethically acceptable securities, and the financial

consequences of an investment in these securities being

determined separately. As so described, the ethical

investment decision considers both ethical and financial

performance measures, but does not involve consideration

of the possibility that a reduced target level of ethical

satisfaction might allow a better level of financial per-

formance to be achieved. The target level of ethical

performance is being treated as necessary and non-

negotiable, as a ‘need’ in the sense of Jensen and Mec-

kling (1994). Those securities which pass the ethical test

provide possible combinations of expected levels of

financial return and risk. An ethical investor may well

continue the portfolio building process by searching for

the best combination of expected financial return and risk

still available, typically compromising on expected

financial return to achieve a preferred level of financial

risk. An investor who behaves in this way is treating

levels of financial return and financial risk as ‘wants’ in

the sense of Jensen and Meckling (1994), that is to say

negotiable and subject to being traded off one against the

other.

Whether ethical screens precede a financial return-

based portfolio construction process, or are built into a

portfolio optimisation procedure as constraints, or follow

an initial financial screening the effect is the same. A

screen sets an unavoidable barrier which a share must

pass in order to feature in the investor’s portfolio.

There is of course the possibility that screens or

constraints are re-evaluated and refined when their con-

sequences become evident. In this view of the ethical

portfolio building process, an unacceptable level of

financial performance could lead to an ethical screen or

constraint being weakened to allow a portfolio’s finan-

cial performance to be improved. This would be a step

along the road to a portfolio building approach in which

investors evaluate the consequences of incremental

changes in ethical and financial targets, treating both as

‘wants’ in the Jensen and Meckling sense already

described. Jensen and Meckling argue that such trade-off

behaviour is ubiquitous and identify their trade-off-based

resourceful, evaluative, maximising model (REMM) as

the appropriate model for analysing decision making

behaviour in general, and hence as relevant to the ethical

investment decision under consideration here.

There are then many ways in which the financial and

ethical performance of an investment opportunity can be

taken into account by ethical investors. Unfortunately, the

literature on ethical investment processes is not particularly

informative about mechanisms utilised. Examination of the

web sites of ethical investment funds does, however, sug-

gest a predisposition to deal with ethical issues first and

financial issues second, and web sites, and academic and

practitioner literature as referenced above, do indicate

widespread use of ethical screens for this purpose.

There is no clear answer to the question of whether

ethical investors do, or wish to, put a financial price on

their ethical concerns. Jensen and Meckling argue that

trade-off behaviour is ubiquitous, but in the ethical

investment area the use of ethical screens or constraints

suggests that unwillingness to compromise on ethical

requirements is seen as a useful representation of the way

that investors wish to behave.

The possibility that ethical investors might wish to

sacrifice morality for cash is then a suitable topic for fur-

ther research. It is also a topic of considerable significance

to the community of investment advisors and fund man-

agers as well as to researchers in ethical finance. As far as

fund managers and investment advisors are concerned, the

process of portfolio construction would become more

complex; simple ethical screens would no longer serve

their purpose. Investors would have to be presented with a

set of available combinations of ethical and financial per-

formance to allow them to express their preferences. As far

as researchers are concerned, evidence of a willingness to

sacrifice ethical for financial performance could change the

way ethical investors are characterised. It would not be

sensible to regard them as a separate group of investors.

Rather it would be better to view all investors as having

concern for both ethical and financial performance, with

ethical investors tending to pay relatively more attention to

the ethical dimension of performance. The sets ‘ethical

investors’ and ‘traditional investors’ would then be fuzzy

sets rather than crisp sets.

The aim of this paper is then to investigate the way in

which ethical investors behave if faced with a choice in

which the ethical and financial dimensions of an invest-

ment opportunity are in conflict. The key questions are

whether ethical criteria will be compromised to avoid

financial penalties or to reap financial rewards, and if so,

how much financial return is necessary to compensate for

an ethical shortfall.

Literature Review

The literature does contain some material relevant to these

questions. This takes the form of both general claims and
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empirical evidence. At the time of writing Jensen and

Meckling’s (1994) paper, referred to earlier, is the 15th

most frequently downloaded paper on the Social Science

Research Network. Their REMM has a broader concept of

the sources of utility than is common in the traditional

economics literature. Utility can be derived from many

sources other than consumption of goods including for

example ethical behaviour. The REMM therefore offers a

possible framework in which the ethical and financial

dimensions of an investment can be simultaneously

investigated. However, the model assumes that trade-offs

between the ethical and financial dimensions of investment

occur, which is inconsistent with the attitudes implied by

the practice of ethical screening.

There is also empirical evidence in the ethical invest-

ment literature which touches on the willingness or

unwillingness of ethical investors to sacrifice morality for

finance or finance for morality, but findings are contra-

dictory. Mackenzie and Lewis (1999) report that their pilot

study indicated that (p. 443) ‘at least some ethical investors

are prepared to trade-off financial returns for ethics in a

fairly dramatic way’. Trade-off here indicates willingness

to sacrifice. However, after analysis of a larger sample,

they go on to say that ethical investors (p. 450) ‘while they

have ethical concerns they are not prepared to sacrifice

their essential financial requirements to meet these con-

cerns’. This suggests that a minimum level of financial

performance must be achieved before ethical consider-

ations come into play.

Lewis and Mackenzie (2000) identify investors who do

not respond to small shortfalls in the financial performance

of ethical investments, but wish to increase investment if

the financial performance of an ethical fund is slightly

superior to that provided by traditional investments. Bollen

(2005) found similar rapid increase but slow reduction

investment behaviour in his study of socially responsible

mutual funds, while Webley et al. (2001) also offer support

for the idea that relatively poor financial performance of

ethical funds does not lead to a reduction in investment in

those funds by an ethical investor. However, Webley et al.

place greater emphasis than other studies on ethical

investors’ unwillingness to trade-off ethical for financial

performance. The authors state that (p. 39) ‘for these

ethical investors at least, ethical investment is based on

ideology and identity’ and that ethical investors (p. 40)

‘having invested ethically, they stick with it’ (Webley et al.

2001). As in Mackenzie and Lewis (1999), these findings

suggest that trade-offs between financial and ethical per-

formance may be possible, but these later studies indicate

that ethical investors exhibit an unwillingness to compro-

mise ethical requirements rather than a desire to set mini-

mum financial requirements.

Mackenzie and Lewis (1999) express concern that their

initial sample of ethical investors, which is drawn from

investors in one social investment fund (p. 443), ‘might not

be representative of ethical investors as a whole’. The

implication of this comment is that a broader sample from

the ethical investor population might display heteroge-

neous behaviour. Nilsson (2009) attempts to investigate

this possible heterogeneity. He explicitly attempts to seg-

ment a group of ethical investors based on their perception

of the relative importance of financial return and the ethical

aspect of investment performance. Three sub-groups of

ethical investors are identified: a group ‘primarily con-

cerned about profit’, a group driven by concerns for both

social responsibility and profit, and a group primarily

concerned about social responsibility. However, Nilsson

(2009) emphasises that this last group (p. 26) ‘should not

be regarded as investors that have no interest in financial

return at all’.

Overall, the picture offered by the literature is unclear.

There is not only a suggestion that ethical investors may

regard the financial performance and ethical performance

of an investment as substitutes for each other but also the

suggestion that there are limits beyond which substitution

cannot go. There is a further suggestion that different

groups of ethical investors studied may exhibit very dif-

ferent behaviours in this respect. This could be because

such investors are heterogeneous or because the groups

previously classified as ethical investors were poorly

selected.

Methodology

The aim of this paper is to investigate the willingness of

ethical investors to sacrifice the ethical performance of an

investment in return for an improvement in its financial

performance. Given the mixed findings in the existing lit-

erature, a key question is whether there are some ethical

investors who are unwilling to compromise ethical stan-

dards for financial rewards. For such investors, screening is

an inevitable part of investment analysis. If this group does

not exist, then the screening processes widely used by

practitioners appear inappropriate and must either be

abandoned or used in an iterative fashion with screens

being flexed so that their financial consequences can be

identified. Furthermore, Jensen and Meckling’s claim that

REMM type behaviour is ubiquitous will not be con-

tradicted, even in a context where contradictory findings

might be expected to appear.

The approach taken here is to analyse the behaviour of a

group of ethical investors as a whole and then investigate

whether distinct sub-groups of ethical investors exist.
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Sample Selection

There are three possible approaches to the problem of

identifying ethical investors:

• Use investors who by virtue of their investment

decisions have identified themselves as ethical

investors.

• Use investors whose motives are evident for some

reason other than the composition of their investment

portfolio.

• Coach experimental subjects to behave in an ethical

fashion.

The first approach is the most widely used. Mackenzie and

Lewis (1999) and Lewis and Mackenzie (2000) are exam-

ples. The second approach does not appear to have been

widely used, perhaps because of the difficulty of discovering

motives except by observing actions. Glac (2009) provides

an example of the third approach. She attempted to induce

either an ‘expressive’ (ethical), ‘neutral’, or ‘financial’

decision mind set in a pool of undergraduate students. While

this approach may be capable of generating ‘pure’ ethical

investors whose decision rules can then be examined, it does

not lend itself to an investigation of the population of

investors currently labelled ethical by themselves or others.

With this aim in mind, the most suitable approach to iden-

tifying a group of ethical investors appears to be allowing

possession of an ethical portfolio to be the key identification

criterion. Therefore, for the purposes of this study, data were

requested from all the 192 clients of a firm of financial

advisors specialising in SRI.

There is a possibility that ethical investors selected in

this way exhibit heterogeneous behaviour. If consumers

respond favourably to the products and services of corpo-

rations that behave ethically then high investment returns

can come to be associated with the shares of these corpo-

rations. In such circumstances, apparently ethical invest-

ments may be purchased by some investors significantly

motivated by the financial returns stemming from compa-

nies’ ethical behaviour rather than by their own ethical

beliefs. To discover whether this, or another mechanism,

implies that ethical investors will exhibit different attitudes

to the idea of sacrificing ethical performance for financial

reward, the analysis in this paper searches for sub-groups

within the sample defined on this dimension.

Data Collection Method

The literature indicates that once a target group of investors

has been identified then data collection can proceed in

different ways, for example, telephone interviews (Mac-

kenzie and Lewis 1999), simulated consultations with a

financial advisor (Webley et al. 2001), and postal

questionnaires (Lewis and Mackenzie 2000). Sample sizes

have inevitably varied with the data collection method

chosen. For the current research, a postal questionnaire was

used, the intention being to support a statistical investiga-

tion of investors’ behaviour. Questionnaire recipients were

asked to complete a questionnaire within 1 month or

receiving it. To encourage participation, the offer was

made to donate £2 to the chosen charity of each recipient

who completed the questionnaire, a similar approach

to encouraging response to that adopted by Lewis and

Mackenzie (2000). A reminder was sent to non-respon-

dents immediately after the 1-month deadline was reached.

Analytical Approach

While earlier literature has commented on the possibility of

the ethical dimension of investment performance being

sacrificed for additional financial return, there has so far

been no convincing attempt to measure the magnitude of

the financial reward necessary to persuade ethical investors

to sacrifice ethical investment performance. To remedy

this situation, this study makes use of conjoint analysis, a

statistical technique designed to identify the utility of a

consumer derives from the presence of a particular char-

acteristic of a good or service. The basic technique is

described in Hair et al. (1998), while Green et al. (2001)

provides a survey of applications in the marketing area, the

major application area for the technique. While the tech-

nique is not widely used outside the marketing field,

finance applications do exist including Kantor and Pike

(1987), Zinkhan and Zinkhan (1994), Shepherd (1999) and

Ramasamy and Cheung (2003). Business ethics applica-

tions are reported in Roozen et al. (2001) and Tsalikis et al.

(2001, 2008).

For the purposes of this study, investors receiving

questionnaires were asked to choose an amount to invest in

each of a set of stylized investment opportunities (shares in

companies). The investment opportunities were presented

as combinations of a level of financial performance and a

level of ethical performance in keeping with the traditional

conjoint analysis design. Combinations from five levels of

financial performance and two levels of ethical perfor-

mance were offered. The five levels of financial perfor-

mance were: Large gain, moderate gain, small gain, small

loss and large loss. The two levels of ethical performance

were: good, poor. The use of two levels of ethical perfor-

mance was seen as consistent with the ‘all or nothing’

approach implied in the traditional process of ethical

screening. (Two additional investment opportunities,

duplicating combinations of ethical and financial perfor-

mance already on offer, were added to the basic list of 10

combinations included in the questionnaire as a check on

consistency of response.)
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Investors were asked to specify an investment amount

they would assign to each combination of ethical and

financial performance. The alternative investment amounts

available were defined as percentages of a portfolio worth

£100,000. This figure was suggested by the firm of finan-

cial advisors which provided the investor list as being

consequential and realistic for the investors being sur-

veyed. Respondents were asked to select a percentage from

a list of five possibilities (0, 2, 5, 10 and 15).

The investment amount selected for a specific invest-

ment possibility can be interpreted as a measure of satis-

faction gained from the combination of ethical and

financial performance which characterises the investment

possibility. Comparison of the levels of investment selected

by an individual respondent for selected pairs of invest-

ments opportunities allows measurement of the shift in

satisfaction from different levels of ethical or financial

performance, e.g. the combination poor ethical perfor-

mance and large financial gain when compared with the

combination of poor ethical performance and moderate

financial gain allows measurement of the change in satis-

faction brought about by that specific amount of improved

financial performance.

Ethical funds often attract investors with a mixture of

ethical concerns. To give content to the idea of ethical

performance, investors were asked to interpret this phrase

in light of their own, most significant, ethical concern.

Thus, one investor might respond to the information about

level of ethical performance with the idea of use of child

labour in mind, while another might be thinking in terms of

environmental pollution. The investors were essentially

being asked whether they would see some amount of

financial return as sufficient to cause them to compromise

on their most deeply felt ethical concern.

In traditional conjoint analysis, each respondent is dealt

with on an individual basis, and this is the approach which

has been adopted here. In this study, for each respondent,

10 observations linking level of satisfaction and investment

opportunity characteristics are available, with each obser-

vation consisting of an investment level, a level of financial

performance and a level of ethical performance. The aim is

to explore how the investment level shifts as the charac-

teristics of the investment opportunity change and then to

interpret the shift to give information about the utility

change the individual experiences as a result of the changes

in the characteristics of the investment opportunity.

For each individual investor, the following model was

estimated using the 10 available observations:

Ij ¼ b0 þ b1LFGj þ b2MFGj þ b3SFGj þ b4SFLj

þ b5GEj þ ej ð1Þ

where j identifies the particular investment opportunity, Ij

is the ‘utility’ derived by the individual from investment

opportunity j (as indicated by investment level), LFGj is a

dummy variable indicating presence (1) or absence (0) of

the characteristic ‘large financial gain’ in investment

opportunity j, MFGj is a dummy variable indicating pres-

ence (1) or absence (0) of the characteristic ‘moderate

financial gain’ in investment opportunity j, SFGj is a

dummy variable indicating presence (1) or absence (0) of

the characteristic ‘small financial gain’ in investment

opportunity j, SFLj is a dummy variable indicating pres-

ence (1) or absence (0) of the characteristic ‘small financial

loss’ in investment opportunity j, GEj is a dummy variable

indicating presence (1) or absence (0) of the characteristic

‘good ethical performance’ in investment opportunity j, bK

is the coefficient indicating the addition to the utility of the

individual caused by the presence of a particular invest-

ment characteristic (e.g. LFG), b0 is the coefficient indi-

cating the utility which the individual derives from the base

case, an investment with a large financial loss and poor

ethical performance

Estimation of the model could have proceeded in a

variety of ways. Several specialist software packages are

identified in Hair et al. (1998), but the simplest approach to

estimation is ordinary least squares and that is the approach

which has been adopted here.

For each individual respondent, the regression coeffi-

cient on GE can be interpreted as the increase in utility, for

that individual, from the shift from poor ethical perfor-

mance to good ethical performance. The coefficients on

SFL, SFG, MFG and LFG can be interpreted in a similar,

increase in utility, fashion. For example, the coefficient on

MFG shows the increase in utility from a shift from large

financial loss to medium financial gain. It is possible to

compare the utility gain from a shift from poor to good

ethical performance with the utility gain from a shift from

poor financial performance to each of four different levels

of improvement in financial performance. This makes the

magnitude of the impact of changes in levels of ethical and

financial performance explicit.

In what follows the coefficients from the individuals’

regressions have been examined and overall sample

behaviour relating to the relative attractiveness of

improved ethical and financial performance has been ana-

lysed. Significant sub-groups have also been identified

based on the relative sizes of regression coefficients.

A search for REMM and non-REMM behaviour was

also carried out, taking into account both overall sample

and sub-group results. The key comparison when looking

for behaviour consistent with the REMM is a comparison

between the coefficients on GE and LFG. If the coefficient

on GE is greater than the coefficient on LFG, then the

largest financial gain on offer is insufficient to compensate

for the shift from good to poor ethical performance. This

argument is expanded on later in the paper.
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An attempt has also been made to link investors’ char-

acteristics to the relative importance they assign to ethical

and financial concerns. To support this investigation, a new

variable DIFF was defined as the difference between the

GE and LFG coefficients for each individual investor. As

has been said, these represent the utility gain from the shift

from poor to good ethical performance and from large

financial loss to large financial gain. A positive value

indicates that utility from ethical improvement outweighs

that from financial improvement, a zero value indicates

comparability, and a negative value indicates that utility

from ethical improvement is outweighed by that from

financial improvement. Two investigations were under-

taken based on this variable. The first treated it as contin-

uous and attempted to explain variation by investors’

characteristics using regression analysis. The second used

group definitions based on this variable and attempted to

classify investors into groups, again by association with

characteristics of respondents. The technique used was

logit analysis, a widely used classification procedure.

To support this attempt to link investors’ characteristics

to the willingness to sacrifice ethical for financial perfor-

mance data were collected on a range of variables

reflecting investors’ characteristics. The majority of these

variables were selected on the basis of appearances in the

ethical consumer behaviour literature. Information col-

lected related to gender (Roberts 1996), age (Diamanto-

poulos et al. 2003), children (Jackson 1983), employment

status (Laroche et al. 2001) and annual income (Straughan

and Roberts 1999). Information about value of investment

portfolios was also collected. Information on age, income

and value of portfolio were collected in ranges, e.g. age

25–34, 35–44, etc. As well as supporting the attempt to

identify observable variables correlated with levels of

willingness to sacrifice ethical for financial concerns, these

data also allowed comparison of early and late respondents

to the questionnaire, and allowed comparison of the present

sample of ethical investors with those studied elsewhere in

the literature.

Data Availability

Of the 192 questionnaires mailed, two were returned as

undeliverable. Of the remainder, 106 were wholly or par-

tially completed and returned. Of these, 82 questionnaires

contained complete responses to the question dealing with

level of investment in securities representing different

combinations of ethical and financial performance, and

therefore form the basis of the conjoint analysis reported

here (42.7 % of the 192 originally distributed). Of these 82,

only 65 contained complete answers to the questions ask-

ing about investors’ characteristics, 33.9 %.

Preliminary Analysis of Questionnaire Responses

Background information about the respondents collected

from the questionnaires is displayed in Table 1. Approxi-

mately, half the respondents are male and approximately

half are in paid employment. The relatively low annual

income figures are potentially explicable by the proportion

of respondents either not in paid employment or retired.

The investment portfolio values reported confirm that the

£100,000 portfolio around which the questionnaire was

based is not atypical.

When compared to samples of clients of other ethical

fund managers collected for research purposes by the

present authors and to samples of ethical investors used in

Table 1 Characteristics of the respondents

N Percent

Gender

Male 98 43.9

Female 56.1

Age

Under 25 101 3.0

25–34 2.0

35–44 6.9

45–54 26.7

55–64 34.7

Over 65 26.7

Children

None 101 28.4

Below age 16 8.8

Above age 16 57.8

Above and below age 16 5.0

Employment status

Paid employment 102 53.9

Not in paid employment 11.8

Retired 34.3

Annual income

Under £25,000 89 39.4

£25,000–50,000 44.9

£50,001–75,000 10.1

£75,001–100,000 1.1

Over £100,000 4.5

Value of investment portfolioa

Under £50,0000 86 11.6

£50,001–100,000 12.8

£100,001–150,000 24.4

£150,001–200,000 17.5

Over £200,000 33.7

a Market value as at the time when the survey was conducted
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other research, the current sample does not appear out of

the ordinary (Yeung 2008).

The ten investment opportunities presented in the

questionnaire have a common sense ranking. Good ethical

performance combined with a large financial gain should

be preferred to good ethical performance combined with a

moderate financial gain, for example. A questionnaire

response which reversed this ranking would be worrying,

indicating either a failure to interpret the investment

opportunity in the way the researchers intended, or that

financial performance is a ‘bad’ rather than a ‘good’.

However, as can be seen in Table 2, the intuitively correct

ranking is reflected in the average attractiveness (mean of

ranks of investment levels) of the investment opportunities

to the respondents.

An examination of the standard deviation figures, which

reflect variation in the level of investment respondents

were willing to make, is also interesting. There is little

disagreement about the amount to invest when good ethical

performance is paired with large financial gain, or indeed

when poor financial performance is paired with large

financial loss. However, the combination good ethical

performance and small financial loss has generated sig-

nificant disagreement. So too has the combination of poor

ethical performance and large financial gain. The conflict

between ethical and financial considerations is hinted at

here. The combination of good ethical performance and

large financial loss generates more agreement than the

good ethical performance and small financial loss combi-

nation; the choice is more straightforward in the minds of

respondents. Overall, Table 2 suggests that respondents are

behaving consistently in terms of the average overall

ranking, and as investors faced with a choice of different

combinations of two ‘goods’.

Table 2 is based on all respondents. Conjoint analysis, the

statistical tool used in this paper, requires complete responses

to questions. Examination indicates no significant differences

between the 82 respondents who form the dataset used in the

current analysis and the discarded respondents who provided

only partial data. The same is true of the set of 65 respondents

used later to identify the link between investors’ characteris-

tics and trade-off behaviour. Furthermore, investigation of the

characteristics of late responders did not identify significant

differences from early responders.

The Willingness to Sacrifice Ethical Concerns

for Financial Gain

The model described earlier as Eq. (1) was estimated for

each of the 82 respondents. Example outputs for individual

subjects 1, 11 and 14 are presented in the Appendix. For

economy of display below, the coefficients have been

averaged, first of all over all 82 respondents. The average

coefficients for the 82 respondents are displayed in

Table 3.

Table 2 Investment decisions based on financial and ethical information

Companya Performance N Frequency (%) Mean S.D.

Financial Ethical 1 2 3 4 5

A Large gain Good 100 0.0 0.0 1.0 6.0 93.0 4.92 0.307

C Moderate gain Good 100 0.0 0.0 8.0 25.0 67.0 4.59 0.637

B Small gain Good 98 0.0 5.1 18.4 39.8 36.7 4.08 0.870

H Small loss Good 96 10.4 38.5 27.1 13.5 10.5 2.75 1.142

J Large loss Good 91 49.5 31.9 12.1 2.2 4.3 1.80 1.035

I Large gain Poor 86 62.8 16.3 11.6 3.5 5.8 1.73 1.162

D Moderate gain Poor 83 68.7 14.5 13.3 0.0 3.5 1.55 0.978

G Small gain Poor 84 71.4 19.1 6.0 3.5 0.0 1.42 0.764

F Small loss Poor 85 91.8 5.8 2.4 0.0 0.0 1.11 0.379

E Large loss Poor 85 98.8 1.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.01 0.108

a Sorted by mean scores

Response options: 1 = none, 2 = 2 %, 3 = 5 %, 4 = 10 %, 5 = 15 %

Table 3 Utility scores of attributes for all respondents

Level of attribute Overall

N = 82
100 %

Financial performance

Large financial gain (LFG) 1.958

Moderate financial gain (MFG) 1.720

Small financial gain (SFG) 1.385

Small financial loss (SFL) 0.525

Ethical performance

Good ethical performance (GE) 2.180
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These coefficients can be interpreted as the gain in

utility, over the level produced by an investment offering

poor ethical performance or a large financial loss, from the

presence of a particular level of financial or ethical per-

formance. Because of the linearity of the model, the

coefficients can also be interpreted as the drop in utility

introduced by the reduction from a specific level of

financial or ethical performance to poor ethical perfor-

mance or large financial loss. The different levels of

financial performance are of course mutually exclusive.

As can be seen in Table 3, as the amount of improve-

ment in financial performance increases so does the

incremental utility. The maximum increase of 1.958 is

associated with the shift to large financial gain. However,

the shift from poor ethical performance to good ethical

performance results in an increase in utility of 2.18. A

persuasive interpretation of this result is that none of the

levels of financial gain described would be sufficient to

compensate for the drop in utility caused by a shift from

good ethical performance to poor ethical performance. It is

of course possible to argue that some excluded level of

financial gain, e.g. infinitely large financial gain, would

have generated a larger increment in utility, but it seems

unreasonable to offer implausible or impossible outcomes

from investment alternatives and expect questionnaire

respondents to take them seriously. Furthermore, as can be

seen, the shift from moderate financial gain to large

financial gain shows a smaller increase in utility than does

the shift from small financial gain to moderate financial

gain. This manifestation of diminishing marginal utility

suggests that it is possible that, no matter how large the

financial gain, it might never compensate for the absence of

good ethical performance.

It appears true that financial performance is seen as

valuable by ethical investors, but not valuable enough to

compensate for a lapse in ethical performance. However,

the evidence of disagreement about levels of investment

shown in Table 2 suggests that the 82 respondents should

not automatically be treated as homogeneous. The

advantage of estimating Eq. (1) for each individual (as has

been done here) before averaging is that coefficients for

individual investors remain available for analysis. Pooling

data and producing one, group-wide, version of Eq. (1)

would not have retained this information.

Using individual coefficients, it is possible to identify

three sub-groups within the sample. The classification

process is straightforward. Each individual respondent is

assigned to a group according to a comparison between the

utility he/she derives from the switch from poor to good

ethical performance, and the utility he/she derives from an

improvement in financial performance from the base level

of large financial loss. For one group, described in what

follows as the ‘committed’ group, no amount of financial

gain provides an increase in utility as great as that provided

by the improvement in ethical performance. Subject 1 (see

Appendix for individual regression output) is a member of

this group. For a second group, described in what follows

as the ‘opportunistic’ group, the largest possible improve-

ment in financial performance provides an increment in

utility which exactly matches that from the switch in eth-

ical performance from poor to good. Subject 14 (see

Appendix for individual regression output) is a member of

this group. For a third group, described in what follows as

the ‘materialistic’ group, some amount of improvement in

financial performance offers more utility than the switch

from poor to good ethical performance. Subject 11 (see

Appendix for individual regression output) is a member of

this group.

Average coefficients for the members of each of these

three groups are shown in Table 4. To make comparison

easier, the overall group average coefficients are repro-

duced in Table 4 also.

The results for the ‘committed’ group are an amplified

version of those for the overall sample. This is the largest

group, comprising 54 % of the sample, and the overall

sample response simply reflects the relative size of this

group. The ‘opportunistic’ group is the smallest group,

comprising 11 % of the sample. This group, unlike the

Table 4 Segments of ethical

investors—utility scores of

attributes

a Attribute level with highest

utility for this attribute

Level of attribute Overall SR investors segments

Materialistic Opportunistic Committed

N = 82 N = 29 N = 9 N = 44

100 % 35 % 11 % 54 %

Financial performance

Large financial gain (LFG) 1.958 2.483a 2.000a 1.602a

Moderate financial gain (MFG) 1.720 2.121 1.500 1.500

Small financial gain (SFG) 1.385 1.621 1.111 1.284

Small financial loss (SFL) 0.525 0.621 0.333 0.500

Ethical performance

Good ethical performance (GE) 2.180 1.655a 2.000a 2.564a
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other groups and the sample as a whole, does not display

diminishing marginal utility with respect to levels of

financial gain. However, the group size leaves open the

possibility that this result is affected by outlier behaviour.

The ‘materialistic’ group is large, 35 % of the sample. This

is somewhat surprising given that the sample is of ethical

investors. For the ‘materialistic’ group on average, the shift

from large financial loss to small financial gain is almost

sufficient to generate the same utility gain as the shift from

poor ethical performance to good ethical performance.

The REMM is not an appropriate model of behaviour for

members of the ‘committed’ group. This is not to deny that

they perceive a gain in utility from improved financial

performance, merely that the largest possible improvement

is insufficient to outweigh the utility loss from a shift from

good to poor ethical performance. For the ‘materialistic’

group, there is an amount of financial performance which

will cause them to sacrifice their desire to invest in ethical

securities, and this potential to sacrifice ethical for financial

considerations could be modelled in terms of REMM. The

REMM also appears potentially appropriate for the

‘opportunistic’ group, although here the trade-off is finely

balanced. Therefore, while the result is not as convincing a

rejection of Jensen and Meckling’s REMM as the overall

group average data suggests, the disaggregated analysis has

identified a group of investors who will not sacrifice ethical

performance for any amount of improvement in financial

performance. For this group, the two stage approach to

ethical investment, screening on ethical grounds followed

by a financial analysis, seems appropriate.

Identification of Different Propensities to Sacrifice

Ethical Considerations

The three groups of ethical investors identified above were

constructed on the basis of the relative importance of two

sources of utility, good ethical performance and large financial

gain. The available measures of utility are the coefficients on

these two variables in the 82 individual regressions. An

additional variable DIFF, the difference between the regres-

sion coefficient on good ethical performance and that on large

financial gain, can easily be calculated.

The distribution of this variable, the extent to which the

gain in utility from the shift from poor to good ethical

performance exceeds that from the shift from large finan-

cial loss to large financial gain, is shown in Fig. 1. The

Jarque–Bera statistic indicates that normality of the

underlying distribution cannot be rejected.

An attempt has been made to explain the behaviour of

DIFF by regressing it on the characteristics of individual

investors recorded during the survey exercise. Table 1

identifies the potential explanatory variables and the types

of data available. A regression of DIFF on the full set of 19

available dummy explanatory variables showed none to be

statistically significant. However, statistical tests suggested

that the information in related blocks of variables was

potentially significant. Six new explanatory variables were

therefore created to represent each block (gender, age,

children, employment, income level, portfolio size) of

dummy variables. The essentially arbitrary nature of the

chosen representations must be recognised. Final decisions

about variable construction took into account the categories

used in the data collection process, and comments from the

investment advisor linked to the project. Partial responses

reduced the number of observations available for this anal-

ysis to 65. Dummy (zero–one) variables based on age

(OLD = 55 or above), income (OVER75K = over £75,000

per annum) and level of investment (PORT100 = portfolio

of £100,000 or more) proved to have significant coefficients.

Perhaps surprisingly the other dummy variables available for

consideration, gender (1 = male), children (1 = with chil-

dren) and employment status (1 = unemployed or retired)

did not warrant inclusion among the set of statistically sig-

nificant explanatory variables. Table 5 includes the results

of a reduced regression of DIFF on these statistically sig-

nificant explanatory variables.

OLD is significant at the 1 % level, but both PORT100

and OVER75K only at the 10 % level. The explanatory

power of the model is poor with an adjusted R2 of only 16 %.

The signs of the coefficients deserve comment. The

positive coefficient on OLD indicates that the over 55

group assign more utility to the shift from poor to good

ethical performance than they do to the shift from large

financial loss to large financial gain. However, ownership

of a high-value portfolio and possession of a high income

have the reverse effect. This is an unexpected result since

the income variable, at least, might be thought to be

associated with a diminished concern with further financial

gain. The negative coefficient on the size of portfolio

variable is perhaps more explicable if size of portfolio is

interpreted as indicating the importance of the portfolio as

a source of household income. However, given the general
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Jarque-Bera 2.168242
Probability 0.338199

Fig. 1 Distribution of DIFF
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view that utility of wealth exhibits diminishing marginal

utility, these two negative coefficients are surprising.

The low-explanatory power of the model is disappoint-

ing. The data do not support the construction of a model

which identifies in a useful fashion the relative importance

of ethical and financial performance for a specific indi-

vidual. However, because of the potential value of even a

limited ability to understand an investor’s probable will-

ingness to sacrifice ethical for financial concerns an attempt

was made to see if the available explanatory variables

could be used to identify group membership. The DIFF

variable can be used to define membership of the group

‘utility from good ethical performance C utility from large

financial gain’, a combination of the ‘committed’ and

‘opportunistic’ sub-groups identified earlier, as compared

to the ‘materialistic’ investor group also identified earlier.

Of the reduced sample of 65, 44 individuals fall into the

combined ‘committed ? opportunistic’ group. Logit anal-

ysis confirmed that variables, OLD, PORT100 and

OVER75K, were once again statistically significant while

gender, children, and employment status were not. A

reduced version of the logit model, based only on statisti-

cally significant explanatory variables, is shown in Table 6.

Coefficient signs are as before. A straightforward measure

of goodness of fit of a classification model is the percentage

of observations correctly classified. 80 % are correctly

classified here. The chance of misclassifying a member of

the ‘committed ? opportunistic’ group as ‘materialistic’ is

11.36 %, and the chance of classifying a ‘materialistic’

investor as a member of the ‘committed ? opportunistic’

group is 38.1 %. However, it must be emphasised that

these percentages may not represent out of sample classi-

fication performance.

To investigate the stability of the model parameters and the

out of sample classification performance of the model, a fur-

ther investigation was undertaken. An often unrecognised

problem in the statistical research process is the arbitrary way

in which a dataset is split for estimation and testing purposes.

Observed results can sometimes be highly dependent on this

split, casting doubt on the general validity of any reported

model. To deal with this possibility here, random samples of

different sizes were selected from the initial set of 65 and the

logit analysis redone. With sample size 60, OLD remained

significant at the 1 % level in all samples. With samples of size

55, the significance of OLD dropped to the 10 % level in 10 %

of the samples. With sample size 50, OLD retained 1 % sig-

nificance in 80 % of samples, dropped to 10 % significance in

10 % of samples and ceased to be significant in 10 % of

samples. With sample size 45, OLD maintained 1 %

Table 5 Explaining utility differences

Variable Coefficient Std. error t-Statistic p

C 0.211775 0.292805 0.723263 0.4723

OLD 0.838481 0.276652 3.030814 0.0036

PORT100 -0.587389 0.321685 -1.825977 0.0727

OVER75K -0.857257 0.478448 -1.791745 0.0781

R2 0.200307

Adjusted R2 0.160977

S.E. of regression 1.016502

Sum squared resid 63.02986

Log likelihood -91.23070

Durbin–Watson stat 2.080783

Mean-dependent var 0.213846

S.D.-dependent var 1.109741

Akaike info

criterion

2.930175

Schwarz criterion 3.063984

F-statistic 5.093080

Prob(F-statistic) 0.003275

Dependent variable: DIFF

Method: least squares

Sample: 1 65

Included observations: 65

Table 6 Classification of weakly ethical and materialistic investors

Variable Coefficient Std. error z-Statistic p

C 1.078090 0.737277 1.462260 0.1437

OLD 2.034614 0.677568 3.002819 0.0027

PORT100 -1.656422 0.880952 -1.880263 0.0601

OVER75K -2.209655 1.216921 -1.815775 0.0694

Mean-dependent var 0.676923

S.E. of regression 0.413200

Sum squared resid 10.41476

Log likelihood -32.63814

Restr. log likelihood -40.89586

LR statistic (3 df) 16.51544

Probability(LR stat) 0.000889

S.D.-dependent var 0.471291

Akaike info

criterion

1.127327

Schwarz criterion 1.261136

Hannan–Quinn

criter.

1.180123

Avg. log likelihood -0.502125

McFadden R2 0.201921

Dependent variable: DIFF01

Method: ML - Binary Logit (Quadratic hill climbing)

Date: 07/21/10 Time: 11:32

Sample: 1 65

Included observations: 65

Convergence achieved after four iterations

Covariance matrix computed using second derivatives
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significance in 60 % of samples, dropped to 10 % in 30 % of

samples and ceased to be significant in 10 % of samples. A

reasonable interpretation of these findings is that the statistical

significance of OLD is a robust result.

The variable OVER75K remained significant at the 10 %

level in 90 % of the samples of 60, 70 % of the samples of 55,

40 % of the samples of 50 and 30 % of the samples of 45. In the

case of a very small number of samples of 55, this variable

perfectly predicted group membership. The variable PORT100

remained significant at the 10 % level in 80 % of the samples of

60, 70 % of the samples of 55, 40 % of the samples of 50 and

30 % of the samples of 45. While illustrating how sensitive

results can be to the selection of estimation and testing datasets,

again the general conclusion that these variables are relevant to

group membership seems strengthened.

The pattern of coefficient signs did not change at any

point during these investigations. The positive coefficient

on OLD and the negative coefficients on PORT100 and

OVER75K are definite features of this dataset. Coefficient

values did of course vary.

The out of sample classification performance of the logit

model was then tested using an estimation sample of 55 and a

test dataset of 10. The size of the testing set is small, but this is

a necessary compromise given the total number of observa-

tions available. The procedure adopted was as follows: (1)

randomly split the dataset of 65 observations into an estima-

tion set of 55 and a testing set of 10; (2) estimate the logit

model; (3) apply the estimated model to the observations in the

testing set; (4) count the number and type of correct classifi-

cations; (5) repeat the procedure. Taking the results of all

iterations of the procedure together, 85 % of testing set

observations were classified correctly. Had the population

proportion of 68:32 been used, by allocating all observations

in the test set to the more common group, then 73 % of testing

set observations would have been correctly classified. Of

course, this would also have resulted in all members of the

‘committed ? opportunistic’ group being correctly classified

and all ‘materialistic’ investors being incorrectly classified.

With the model, 65 % of the ‘materialistic’ investors are

correctly classified. In only 25 % of the individual iterations

would the use of the population proportion as a classification

rule have improved on the model’s performance. Overall, then

the variables OLD, PORT100 and OVER75K appear to offer a

limited improvement on a naive classification rule.

Conclusions

This paper has investigated the willingness of a group of

ethical investors, identified as such by their investment in

an ethical fund, to sacrifice ethical considerations for an

improvement in financial performance. Conjoint analysis

was used to measure each investor’s gain in utility from a

shift from poor to good ethical performance and from a

shift from large financial loss to each of four levels of

financial improvement. Investors were asked to interpret

the ethical dimension of an investment’s performance in

terms of their own most deeply felt ethical concern. Per-

haps unsurprisingly, the sample’s average utility gain from

ethical improvement exceeded the sample’s average utility

gain from any of the levels of financial improvement

considered; after all, this was a sample of ethical investors.

However, closer examination showed that the sample

average concealed significant differences in willingness to

sacrifice ethical performance in return for financial gain.

Three sub-groups were identified within the sample:

a ‘committed’ group who gained more utility from the

ethical improvement on offer than from even the largest

improvement in financial performance on offer, an

‘opportunistic’ group for whom the utility increments from

the offered ethical gain and from the largest financial gain

on offer were equal, and a ‘materialistic’ group for whom

the utility increment from the ethical improvement on offer

was less than that from at least one of the amounts of

financial improvement on offer.

It might be thought that, at least with respect to will-

ingness to sacrifice ethical performance for financial

reward, ethical investors would behave in a similar fashion

but this has not proved to be the case. Given that investors

were asked to interpret ethical performance in terms of the

ethical issue of greatest concern to them, the variability of

response cannot be explained by investors having different

levels of concern for some specific ethical issue. One

response to this finding might be to claim that the group of

investors investigated has not been appropriately selected.

In other words, identifying ethical investors as those

investors who hold an ethical portfolio is an inadequate

approach. For whatever reason, perhaps because ethical

consumption patterns have generated a link between high

financial reward financial instruments and companies

operating ethical policies, ethical portfolios may now be

held by some individuals willing to sacrifice ethical per-

formance for financial gain. Researchers in future need to

consider carefully the process of identifying a sample of

ethical investors. Identification by action, i.e. holding an

ethical portfolio, may not produce well a sample of

investors motivated by ethical concerns. The heterogeneity

of ethical investors has major implications for future

investigations of ethical investment behaviour; the process

of identifying ethical investors needs very careful

consideration.

There is a more fundamental point here also; traditional

finance theorising has largely operated on the assumption

that investors form a largely homogeneous group. For

example, the proofs of standard models, such as the capital
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asset pricing model allow investors to differ only in terms of

their willingness to trade-off expected anticipated return and

the variance of anticipated return (Mossin 1966). More

recent studies of market instability have hypothesised the

existence of groups of investors who differ in terms of

investment horizons (Peters 1996) or information processing

capabilities (Barberis and Thaler 2003), but the heteroge-

neity of the ethical investment community suggests a need to

go further. It appears likely that the assumption of differ-

ences between investors rather than similarity of investors is

a better basis for future theorising about capital markets. This

suggests that traditional mathematical analyses may well

need to give way to, for example, agent-based simulation

models (Tesfatsion and Judd 2006).

Given the heterogeneity of the population of ethical

investors, an ability to identify an individual investor’s

membership of a particular sub-group of investors on the basis

of easily observable characteristics would be beneficial to both

researchers and investment advisors. The classification exer-

cise attempted here grouped ‘committed’ and ‘opportunistic’

investors together and attempted to identify differences

between that combined group and the ‘materialistic’ group.

This exercise was only moderately successful although the

derived classification rule does have some predictive power.

There is of course the possibility that the rule is only useful to

the managers of the fund who provided investors’ contact

details for this research. Although the investors appear similar

to ethical investors examined in other studies they have self-

selected to invest in this particular fund and may be atypical of

the population of ethical investors in some undetected way.

Further research attempting to link observable characteristics

of investors to patterns of ethical investment behaviour is

clearly required. A successful classification model would be

of value to researchers seeking to ensure that they are inves-

tigating ethical investors rather than simply investors who

hold an ethical portfolio. It would also be of considerable

value to fund managers and investment advisors seeking to

work with the ethical investment community.

As has been said, screening is a widely used element in

the process of building an ethical portfolio. For some

ethical investors, such as the ‘committed’ sub-group

identified here, an early application of an ethical screen, is

entirely appropriate. Only companies which meet the eth-

ical criterion need be subjected to any other analysis. For

other ethical investors an early application of a financial

screen may not be sensible. The sequence of screening is

not the issue; the final group of candidate investments will

be unchanged. However, the amount of data collection and

hence the cost of data collection can be changed substan-

tially. Past financial performance is relatively easily

observable, and hence such a financial filter is easy and

cheap to apply. Ethical performance is less likely to be

available in easily accessible form and hence may be costly

to collect. It may be sensible to dismiss financially unac-

ceptable companies before beginning an ethical analysis of

their performance. However, the substitution of a ‘financial

future will be like the past’ approach to financial fore-

casting is not without risks!

For some ethical investors, the ‘materialistic’ group for

example, the screening approach to portfolio building

seems inappropriate; there is no ethical concern which may

not be compromised by a sufficient improvement in

financial performance. A better approach to evaluating

combinations of ethical and financial performance might

involve scoring as a crude version of a utility function.

Here ethical and financial performance measures are

weighted and summed. This approach allows an investor to

decide whether there is sufficient financial performance to

compensate for a drop in ethical performance. Scoring

systems require a more detailed understanding of an

investor’s preferences than does screening and hence is a

more time consuming and costly approach. The model

presented in Hallerbach et al. (2004) demonstrates this.

Even for the ‘committed’ group of ethical investors a

scoring system may be an appropriate, but costly, approach

for taking into account some types of ethical performance.

However the findings reported here indicate that, for this

group, there is at least one dimension of ethical perfor-

mance for which screening is appropriate.

This paper has made use of a relatively rarely used

technique in the finance literature, conjoint analysis. The

technique offers a way of investigating the utility gain from

characteristics of financial products. Traditional finance has

largely proceeded on the basis of investigation of one

measure of performance, financial return, and two dimen-

sions of that measure of performance, mean anticipated

return and variance of anticipated return. The existence of

the ethical investment community offers a challenge to this

traditional way of viewing the performance of a financial

instrument. Conjoint analysis is one of a set of tools

capable of dealing with multiple measures of the perfor-

mance of a financial investment and deserves further con-

sideration by ethical finance researchers.

This paper also offers a test of Jensen & Meckling’s

hypothesis that the REMM provides a universally useful guide

to investors’ (as a type of decision maker) behaviour. This

model allows for multiple sources of utility, for example

ethical as well as financial gain, and argues that, at the margin,

individuals will always be willing to trade-off one source of

utility gain for another. This paper has identified a ‘commit-

ted’ subset of ethical investors for whom no level of financial

reward appears sufficient to compensate for a lack of good

ethical performance. For this group the common practice of

portfolio construction using ethical exclusion filters or screens

seems very appropriate and the REMM is an inappropriate

model for analysing their behaviour. However, the REMM
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appears to have wider applicability than its critics might have

thought. The current research has identified, even among the

population of ‘ethical’ investors ‘materialistic’ and ‘oppor-

tunistic sub-group willing to sacrifice ethical for financial

performance. For these investors portfolio construction

through the use of ethical exclusion filters seems inappropriate

and a scoring approach more sensible.

In conclusion, inevitably the nature of the ethical

investor group, the best ways of modelling ethical

investors’ preferences, and the best ways of embedding

these preferences in portfolio construction methods,

deserve further research. However the ethical investor

community appears far from homogeneous and future

research designs must take this into account.

Appendix

Variable Coefficient Std. error t-Statistic p

C 0.400000 0.458258 0.872872 0.4320

LFG 1.000000 0.591608 1.690309 0.1662

MFG 1.000000 0.591608 1.690309 0.1662

SFG 0.500000 0.591608 0.845154 0.4456

SFL 0.500000 0.591608 0.845154 0.4456

GE 3.200000 0.374166 8.552360 0.0010

R2 0.950704 Mean-dependent var 2.600000

Adjusted R2 0.889085 S.D.-dependent var 1.776388

S.E. of regression 0.591608 Akaike info criterion 2.071764

Sum squared resid 1.400000 Schwarz criterion 2.253315

Log likelihood -4.358821 F-statistic 15.42857

Durbin–Watson stat 1.828571 Prob(F-statistic) 0.010112

Dependent variable: SUB1

Method: least squares

Date: 07/26/10 Time: 11:51

Sample: 1 10

Included observations: 10

Variable Coefficient Std. error t-Statistic p

C -0.100000 0.900000 -0.111111 0.9169

LFG 2.500000 1.161895 2.151657 0.0978

MFG 2.500000 1.161895 2.151657 0.0978

SFG 2.000000 1.161895 1.721326 0.1603

SFL 0.500000 1.161895 0.430331 0.6891

GE 2.200000 0.734847 2.993821 0.0402

R2 0.810526 Mean-dependent var 2.500000

Adjusted R2 0.573684 S.D.-dependent var 1.779513

S.E. of regression 1.161895 Akaike info criterion 3.421691

Sum squared resid 5.400000 Schwarz criterion 3.603242

Log likelihood -11.10845 F-statistic 3.422222

Durbin–Watson stat 1.205556 Prob(F-statistic) 0.128390

Dependent variable: SUB11

Method: least squares

Date: 07/26/10 Time: 11:52

Sample: 1 10

Included observations: 10
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